
Backup and Disaster 
Recovery
Keep Your Business Up and Running

EXCEPTIONAL BACKUP AND RECOVERY SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
As a business owner, you’ve learned to expect the unexpected. Sometimes that 
includes disasters such as hurricanes, power outages, sudden employee turn-
over, and more. Infinity, Inc. understands the importance of your customer and 
company data. For your business to function, your data has to be accessible 
and up-to-date to recover from any of the following: 

• Flooding
• Arson
• Theft
• Intentional or Accidental  

Destruction of Data
• Hacking and/or Malware

Know the steps necessary to recover from a disaster. 



You may not be able to prevent disasters, but you can make your business less 
affected by them. Use the following list to ensure your business is quick to recover. 
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WE MAKE TECHNOLOGY MAKE SENSE

THE DISASTER RECOVERY CHECKLIST

CALL 912.629.2426 TO DISCUSS YOUR BUSINESS BACKUP NEEDS

1. Assess the problem and its impact on your business. Understand the 
underlying issue and how it may affect you:
• Is the issue local to one machine, or does it affect your entire system?
• Have files been deleted or are servers/workstations down?

2. Establish recovery goals. Recovery is what makes a BDR solution different 
from a simple backup product. Plan out your road to recovery.
• Restore the system, the data, or both? 
• Should time be spent recovering files and folders before system recovery?
• Identify critical systems and prioritize recovery tasks.
• What date/time should you recover from?
• How long can your recovery take?

3. Select the appropriate recovery type(s). Think about which approach will 
best get you to your end goal.
• File restore OR
• Local virtualization OR
• Off-site virtualization

4. Verify the recovery and confirm functionality with users. 
• Test network connectivity.
• Ensure all users can access resources and applications in the virtual 

environment.
5. Restore the original system(s), if needed. If the original system(s) needs to 

be restored, decide which restoration process will work best.
• Bare metal restore OR
• Virtual machine restore

6. Self-assess afterwards. Once operations are back to normal, take a step 
back and think about it: How well did your team do? What could you have 
done differently?
• What precipitated the failure?
• What ongoing issues need to be addressed?
• What can be done better in future DR scenarios?


